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We love small business.

Australian owned with 12 years of experience, we understand the needs of
small business, because we are a small business.

With every single phone call answered by our Sydney Customer Support
team, you can rest assure we are here to help you with the technical
challenges of online.

www.crucial.com.au



Michael, Leafcutter.com.au

Our customers - Happy Hosting!
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“Always ready to help and quickly turn any issues
 into great triumphs because they are so easy to

deal with and friendly to work with.”
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Why is Crucial Reseller Hosting the right choice?

24x7x365 Support - You'll be
supported by our 24-hour tech
team and Sydney-based phone
support.

No Lock-In Contracts - Yep, we
understand small businesses need
to be flexible.

No Set-up fees - Your Australian
Web Hosting is free to setup and
is activated instantly!

Green Host- We offset our carbon
emissions through The Nature
Conservancy.

99.9% Uptime Guaranteed-
Keeping your business online and in
front of customers is our main
priority.

Australian Owned and Operated-
Our servers are located right here in
Sydney at the Equinix SY3
datacentre.
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Crucial's Reseller Hosting is great for website designers,
creative agencies, resellers and web developers. Why?

Launch
Set-up your customers
websites with their very

own cPanel account from
your WHM control panel.

Build
Use up to 25GB

of storage to build your new
websites. Rest assure your
data is safe with automatic

backups.

Move
Unlimited data transfer

and optional cPanel
migrations we will have
you happy hosting in no

time.
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Reseller Hosting with Crucial.

25GB Storage

50 cPanel accounts included

Unlimited Add-on Domains

Unlimited monthly transfer

$40/month or
$240/year

Get the edge and become a reseller powerhouse.
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cPanel + WHM Support

Backups

**Add WHMCS add-on $15/month



Moving to Crucial?

We will have our team of technical experts take a look at your server to make sure it
is configured correctly to migrate to Crucial before you join us. 

1300 884 839

Contact our Sales team for your FREE migration investigation.
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Hate emails taking up space on your service?

30GB Storage

Fully managed by the Crucial Support team.

Join the Partner Program and every Managed Google Apps referral
receives $15/Mailbox.

Using Google Apps means you can manage your customers website, whilst we will
manage their email and apps.

Introducing an alternative to Email Hosting, Managed Google Apps.
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$9.90/Month



Get in touch.
Let's start your online experience today, with Crucial.

http://www.crucial.com.au/reseller-hosting/ 1300 884 839
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